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Species European White Oak

Style Brush, 4 sides bevel

Connection Type Tongue and Groove

Floor Heating Yes

FINISH: SILK OIL ULTRA MATTE

Type of coating: UV-cured modified polyurethane-acrylate Sound sapwood: max<=10mm, not more than 3 

Surface (finish) type:  Semi-closed pores, wire brushed

Sheen: Matt as the sample

Finish warranty: N/A

Air humidity 40%-65%

Temperature +18 °C - +22 °C

DESCRIPTION DESCRIPTION

STORAGE AND USAGE

MAINTENANCE AND CARE CONDITIONS tigroflooring.com

info@tigroflooring.com

877-77-TIGRO
(877-778-4476)

Real World HardwoodReal World Hardwood

Warm nudeWarm nude
Meridian Collection

#TGR350
12"-84"

310mm - 2100mm

5"
127mm

Product Specification Sheet

Descriptions & Imagery Disclamer
All samples, images and product description, plus photo and brochure specifications are there for the sole purpose of giving 
an approximate idea of the items described in them. They shall not form part of the contract or have any contractual force 
and should be viewed for illustrative purposes only. We cannot guarantee that your computer's display or the quality of the 
print will accurately reflect the colour of the products. Your product may vary slightly from the images within this literature.

With emphasis on the 
centralized location with 
regard to hemispheres and 
quarter sawn technique, 
Warm Nude places 
emphasis on scorching 
weathers and slightly 
tanned glow.

Overview

Warranty
Residential 35 Years
Commercial 10 Years

Colour variation: Slight

Knot: max<=5mm, 1

Checks: permitted

Bark pocket: permitted

Pith: permitted

Slope of grain: permitted

Medullary ray: permitted

PACKAGING

Content 2.079m² 22.4 sq.ft. 

Weight 56.54 LBS  25.7 kg 

H x W x L 1050 x 960 x 2120 mm

BOX PALLET

1075.2 sqf. 48 (99.792m²)

2713.92 lb 1233.6 kg

120 x 175 x 2120 mm 

4.7" x 6.5" x 83.5" 

3/4" 4mm Rift & QuarteredThickness Wear Layer Cut

GRADE: SELECT

Maintenance of hardwood fioors with Silk Oil finish assumes 
regular (daily if necessary) cleaning from dust and grit using 
a vacuum, followed by a thorough cleaning with Hardwood 
Floor Cleaner or other similar product. Floor surface areas 
that receive the most traffic and get worn down quicker, such 
as areas by the front door, hallways, kitchens etc., should 
be periodically renewed with special Restorative Oil. For 
residential interiors, restorative cleaning should be done once 
in 3-5 years; for public and commercial interiors with intense 
foot traffic, it is recommended to restore 2-4 times a year.

Engineered Prefinished Wood


